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Even if you are not enough good grades, you can still enter Harvard, and not the best points on
TOEFL and GMAT can lead you to Stanford.This happens often.It's all about a properly written
essay, which shows your ambitions and reveals talent.In this article we tell how to write an essay in
English for admission to the university abroad.

As the employees of the Reception Commission of Ivy League say, the essay is the most
memorable part of all documents for admission.It shows the applicant as a person.Many have the
same estimates and scores for the exams, but it is an essay that will help to stand out from this
crowd.It shows how you can feed yourself, analyze information, express thoughts and communicate
with other people in writing.

Do not confuse the essay with a motivational letter (Motivation Letter) or Personal Statement.The
latter are almost always required, usually one document to choose from.However, the top
universities like Harvard or Yiel asking for admission to write more creative essay.So the reception
commission checks whether you have creative abilities and what is your compatibility level with your
university.

For Harvard, it is important to have leadership qualities, because they are preparing managers.And
if you want to the Columbia University, you need to be interested in world problems and have a
reasonable opinion on any issue.

An important difference between the essay - the limit of words.Each university itself establishes the
permissible size of the essay.Sometimes you need to fit your thoughts in just 150 words - this is one
paragraph.This means that all the answers must be clear and delometh, but at the same time not
dry and not single.

What to write in essay

Universities laid out themes for the essay on their sites in the section on arrival.Questions depend
on how you serve documents: directly to the university or through the Common Application and
Coalition Application platform.Examples for Essay Stanford

Top universities except the essay require to briefly respond to several additional questions -
Supplement Questions.Their list is also listed on the universities website.This is no longer an essay,
but the format is a question - the answer.

Example Supplement Questions Princeton.You need to answer every question.
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Be ready to write one large essay on 200-300 words and write an answer to 3-10 questions in
writing.The most frequent questions for the essay

Tell us about your most important achievement.
How do you spend time after lessons? Describe two types of activity and their importance.
Describe a person who influenced you, and tell us how exactly.
If you could improve one skill or talent, what would it be and why?
What course, man, project or book influenced you? How?
Describe your plans for the future.
What course would you like to go and how would he help you in the future?
Based on his life experience and experience of your family, what would you like to tell us about
yourself?
Describe the difficult situation through which you have passed.
Where did you use leadership qualities?
What additional information would you like to tell about yourself?

The prestigious university, the more difficult the topic.Look at the website of Yiel or Stenford and will
be thrown into it.Among the essays for the essay on 2021-2022 academic year there are strong
nuts!

To write a good essay and go to the university from the first time, pass intensive intensive in the US
with Marina Mogilko.And if you need help professionals, write down on consultation with Linguatrip
specialists in higher education abroad.Tips for writing an essay in English

First of all, appreciate the list of topics for the essay that the university offers.Read them and listen
to sensations.Which of the questions is attributing your attention?What kind of topics do you have
thoughts?If nothing comes in the head, give thoughts time: do not hurry, and ponder a couple of
days over questions.You do not write essay at the last moment?

Do not delay the writing of the essay on the last day.The list of topics appears in advance, so start
working on the essay at least a couple of months before the completion of applications.

It happens that everyone writes about the same thing.Your task is to stand out.Your essay should
be original, and not about standard themes: "Travels", "Parents" and "Sport".Below we collected tips
and recommendations that will help you write a memorable essay.

Do not repeat the question of answering.

Do not use long and complex words.At best, you will look pathos, and in the worst - ignorant.

Be honest.The answer that shows you as you are, where the commissions like more like more than
the appropriate or politically correct.However, if your hobby is to go to parties and play Birpong, it's
better not to be completely frank.



Be yourself.Do not think about what the staff of the reception commission would like to see.Choose
those themes that you can reveal and which have a value for you.Expose your ideas and share your
experience.

Describe your personal growth.When you write about the event from life or hobby, tell me what you
have learned after that.So you will show the receiving commission, which is capable of change and
have adequate self-esteem.

Supplement already available resume.Write about things that were not mentioned in a motivational
letter or portfolio to show different directions of your personality.

Describe the details to give the paints to the answer.

Gently with humor: rarely who can be joking to the place.

Do not use the same answers for different universities.It is so easier, but an individual approach to
each university is assessed by the receiving commission more favorably.Try to make it so that in all
colleges where you serve the documents, they thought that their university was your choice number
1.And do not count on that the Commission will not notice your stamped answers: they have a good
eye on such an eye.

Do not worry about leech words.Write the answer, as you want, and then simply strike out too
much.You will not believe how quickly and easily you will find unnecessary.

Ensure that there are no errors and typos in the essay.To do this, read it from the end.So you do not
concentrate on the sense of text, and your focus is sent only to words.Check them in the dictionary,
if you doubt the spelling.You can use the FLUENT.EXPRESS service, where the native speakers
will look at your essay and correct mistakes.

When essay is ready, read it several times, better every other day to rate it with a fresh look.Clean
that it worst you as a personality that the topic is actually meaningful to you that you managed to
show your interest in it and find an original approach.You can show essay to friends and relatives to
look at their reaction.

For inspiration, read examples of the essay, with which the applicants entered Harvard, Stanford
and Berkeley.What can not write in essay

Do not try to be someone else.You will not be able to deceive the staff of the reception commissions
that have seen thousands of essays.They immediately pay attention that the description of your life
does not coincide with the rest of the documents.

Do not take complex themes for the essay.Many letters comes to Harvard, where schoolchildren try
to show that they understand complex ideas when in fact it is not.



Do not use generally accepted cliches: they show that you can not independently express ideas.

Do not use a lot of quotes.They create the impression that you do not have your own opinion.

To understand how to write is not necessary, look at the creative essay, where the applicant
describes the difficult situation with which it encountered.In the end you will find specialists and
several advice comments as you can improve this essay.

And this is how good essay begins: in his essay, the student compared his identity with
Kaleidoscope.

Remember: a shocked essay should disclose your personality, show the ability to develop and
demonstrate the ability to adequately evaluate yourself.Regardless of the topic, you need to
remember the readers (Reception Commission at the University of Dreams) and about your goal - to
prove the university that you have an active life position and that any events you consider as an
opportunity for growth.

Examples of successful essays with translation into Russian will find in our Side "Write - do".It also
will also help with motivational and recommendental letters to the Foreign University.

You can also explore the six strong essays of the ivy league.
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